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ABSTRACT
Differential heating creates horizontal pressure gradients

which drive secondary circulations in the form of sea
breezes and valley winds. Introducing a horizontal cou-
pling between neighboring regions into rhe numerical con
vection model ALPTHERM allows one to model the effects
of these secondary circulations on the primary convective
circulations in the coupled regions. The__y{eqte4ed_69r-
mals in reeions affected by sea breeze and in basins sur-
rqunded bv elevated te
Additicrrally, the effects of valley winds on thermals in
mountains can be observed.
INTRODUCTION

Planning of soaring flights can be based on forccasts for
regions with homogeneous flight conditions. Such a con-
cept is in operational use at sevenl national weather serv-
ices based on the regional convection model ALPTH ERM
[1 ] nested to global or mesoscale num€rical models for the
synoptic evolution.

The spatial resolution of synoptic models is continually
improved with increasint computational power. In the
near future individual mountain valleys will appear in the
model orography. Convective processes are not yet calcu-
lated explicitely in synoptic models. Parametrizarion of
convection requires less computations and is sufficient for
the forecast of the synoptic evolution. Liftrates in thermals,
howevet are not available from parametrization.

ALPTHERM tr€ats complex topography within a region
by considering its area-elevation distriburion: the grid
points within the region are sorted according to elevation
and grouped into layers of constant depth. Atmospheric
volume and surface areas thus depend on elevation. With
ALPTHERM parametrization of convection can be
replaced by explicit calculations of convective mixint of
the model layers. This provides the vertical profiles of lift
rat€s required for the forecast of the potential flight dis-
tance (PFD) [2].
DIFFERENTIAL HEATING AND EFFECTS OF LOCAL
WINDS

Neighboring regions are heated differentially if rheir sur-
face characteristics (albedo, evaporation) and/or their
area-elevation distributions differ. The resulting horizontal
temperature giadients will l€ad to local winds like sea
breeze and valley wind (Figure 1). These local winds occur
in a typical diurnal pattern and maybe seen asa secondary
circulation with a longer time scale when compared with
the primdrv ronve(tive circulation rn each region.
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Thermally driv€n local winds carry heat and moisture.
Warmer regions will aspire cooler air from neighbodng
iegions close to the surface (cold air advection). The
aspired air often contains more water vapor (moisture
advection). Horizontal mass fluxes near the surface will be
accompanied by inverted fluxes aloft if there are no gradi-
entwinds. In the presence ofgradientwinds the wind field
aloft will be modifi€d by the occurrence of local winds.

The horizontal fluxes of heat and moisture associated
with local winds between differenhally h€ated regions
affe(ts convedion in both retron-. Ihe warmer regron
aspircs cooler air in low lev€ls and its convective primary
circulation is not closed anymore: air rising in thermals
must notbe rcplaced entirely by compensating subsidence
any more. The lapse rate in the aspirint region becomes
slightly stable at the top of the advected cooler air Afthese
lev€ls lift rates will decrease. The cooler region, on rhe
other hand, looses air in the lower part of its convection
layer. This loss of air is compensated by additional subs;
dence in and above the convection layer. Convection in the
cooler region will not reach to the same height as it would
without local winds.

Local winds tend to r€duce the t€mperature gradients
created by differential heating and to affect the lift mtes of
themals inboth regions. Thus, the potentiat flightdistance
is also affected by local winds.
MODELING EFFECTS OF LOCAL WINDS

With model orography of synoptic models starting to
resolve individual valleys lo€al windsappear Their region-
al transport of heat and/or moisture from cooler to warmer
regions was thought to be fed inro ALPTHERM as advec-
tive changes and to affect the lift rates by changing the
lapse rate. Above the convective boundary layer (CBL)
advective changes are tust timederivatives of temperature
and moisture and can directly be fed into the regional con-
vection model. Within the CBL, however, convective fluxes
add to the advective changes and simple time-derivatives
cannot be used for ALPTHERM.

A different approach to local wind effects on convection
may be taken along the concept of the area-elevation dis-
tribution: vall€y winds ar€ related to the area-elevation dis:
tribution or a valley [3]. The changing volume effect [f
along a valley creates the differential heating that drives
the valley wind. In coastal and flat regions dif{erences of
surface characteistics (sea, land, soil moisturq and evapo-
transpiration) will lead to difturential heatint and the cor,
responding local winds. Differential heating of neighbor-
ing regions produces iime- and altitude-dependent hori-
zontal pressure gradients. These pressure gmdients drive
horizontal mass fluxes.
Expanding ALPTHERM into REGTHERM

Horizontal mass lluxes driven by pressur€ gradienrs
were impl€menred into ALPTHERM applied ro neighbor-
ing regions in order to find their influence on convection in
both regions. The introduction of this horizontal coupiing
between regions expanded the one{imensional convec-
tion model ALPTHERM into the two-dimensional model
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REGTHERM. ALPTHERM models the primary convective
circulation with typical circulation times on the order of 10

minutes, REGTHERM additionally treats the secondary
cir€ulation of local winds between dif{erentially heated
regions on the time scale of several hours.
REGTHERM (Fiture 1)
. cou ples convection ofcoastal regions to unheated regions

. couples convection in basins to convection above sur-
roundint elevat€d terrain (B{)
. couples convection in chains of regions (A-B{-D)
Typical Examples of Coupled Regions

Coastal regions (Figure 2):
2 900 km2 / 5700 km2(sea/land)

B: Osti. NlecklenburS ische Seenplatte 12600 km2
Intermediate mountains (Figure 2):
C: Rhine basin 7050 kn2
D: Black Forest region 6750 km2

Hith mountains (Figure 3)

A: Milano (plain)
3 8*10 km2 median elevation r50 m MSL

B: Bergamo (pre-Alps)
.1 315 km2 median elevation 1 000 m MSL

C: Valtellina (Alps)
1190 km2 median elevation 2 00,0 m MSL

D: Engadin (inner alpine valley)
2050 km2 median elevation 2 500 m MSL

From a hydrological point of view the Engadin r€gion
belongs to the basin of the river Inn draining north-east
into Austria. As th€re is no pass at the upper end of the
river Inn near lvlaloja the "valley wind in the Engadin
region regularly blows from the south-west and is called
the Maloja wind. From the aerological point of view the
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Entadin redon D mustbe coupled to the reSions A, B, and
C along the Adda river Similar patterns of unusual, valley
winds near the upperend of a valley occur in other places

t{i.
EFFECTS ON FORECASTS

Heating of coastal regions is reduced if areas above sea
level also have to be heated by areas over land (Figure 2,

retion A). Maximum temperature, the height ofconvection
and lift rates are clearly reduced in r€don A. Fully heated
retions further inland (B) aspire this less heated coastal air.
Inregion B the maximum temperature the height of cloud
base dnd lift rdtes are only sl'ghtly r€duced.

Intermediate mountains coupled to basins tend to show
higher cloud cover In the basint cloudiness is reduced
(Figure 2, regionsC and D). In comparatively dry air mass-
es good thermal conditions tend to be shifted tuom the
basrns loward< the elevated areas. In morst air soaring is
only possible in the lower lyin8 regions with their limited

For a good soaring day with relatively dry air typical of
the eftucts of horizontal coupling between regions C and D
(Figure 2) are as follovr's:

regron Tmu Td Ease/Top Cu PFD coupling
(oc) (oC) (m MSL) (eta) (tn)

c ?5 u 2100/26m L2 6u
C 25 1l :100/2500 I 60J y€s
D t5 l0 2.ro0/28()(t r : 713

D 25 ll ?300/281IJ 2-3 685 ye

Convective cloud cover cu is reduced in the basin C and
increas€d in the elevated region D. Under high pressure
conditions dry convection is often found in basins and
rumulus clouds only form over elevared reSions.

Coupling regions along major valley wind systems in the
Alps has similar effects. When sufficienily moist air from
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theplains is aspired into the higher regions theircloud base
is s€en to become lower during the afternoon.
OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF REGTHERM

,Regionc.'c defi ne.i b! polyeonq,The area-elevation distri-
bution of the polygon is generated from global digital ele-
vation data. Surface characteristics like albedo and evapo
ration are specified individually for each layer if necessary.
Model initialization requires radiosonde and tround sta-
tion daln. Representarive stahons dre assigned to ea.h
polveon basd;;aistdiGiiiechon. and .rltitude critend.
ih" i"rFiE;r" ffi;F-h",. *.r,rroi .;riuTarer6y a s)4l
optic weather model can be fed to each region individual-
ly. Advection rates are only considered above the CBL.
CONCLUSIONS
Forecasts from a regional convection model like RECIH-
ERM offer an efficient way of overcomint the shortcom
ints of synopiic weath€r models in forecasting climb rates
for thermal flitht. The introdudion of a horizontal cou
pling belt{een drfferentiall} heated neighboring regions is
reflected in the forecasts o{ th€ coupled retions and
improves planning of soaring flights based on regional
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